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when i started my figure drawing semester, the teacher suggested to buy hampton's book. i then ordered
the pro/classic body drawing from amazon. i started to learn figure drawing from it. this book is highly practical, easy
to follow and inspirational. i recommend it to all beginning artists, the other students or even to those who are serious
about their drawing. i recommend it very much. it is defined as a series of surfaces, bounded by lines or curves, that
together form a single object. the book introduces different areas of the figure. each chapter starts with an overview

and has several exercises. it includes a comprehensive chapter on character and expressive forms. the subjects
include naked figure drawing, ballerina, skeletal drawing, superhero, fashion, caricature, and portrait. from the lesson
outline: outline. some of the most expensive and most time consuming pencil skills to learn are figure drawing. before

any detailed drawing starts, you must have a clear understanding of the basic structure of the figure and the
proportions. the design of the body must be logically constructed to project the solid, organic, and three-dimensional

illusion of space in the figure. your study of the human figure starts with an understanding of the essentials of
anatomy, composition, and perspective. first thing to do is set up your drawing space. the strongest and most

permanent guide you will ever need for composition and line weight is a grid. each page contains a grid that you
should mark with pencil so that you can refer to it as you draw.
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it helps students to understand learning, understanding and teaching a subject. rakshit narain
singh marked it as to-read aug 29, how to draw human figure step by step book free download
the book is great.. it helped me a lot in understanding the human figure. i would recommend
this book to anyone! there are two more books named above, these books are informative, i
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found this book very helpful! i would also recommend these books to anyone who aspires to
figure draw,  proportions of all parts, figure study made easy author: prashansha rajbanshi

rated it really liked it dec 06, richard uherwiy marked it as to-read mar 19, this book explains
all the necessary guidelines towards the proper study of the humanfigure.the topics in this
book are arranged conveniently in step by step sequential chapters, i got this book for self-

learning only but it helped me in understanding various concepts in drawing. i think it should
be given in basic or high school with drawing as a requirment.  the pro/classic body

drawing book is excellent for students who are looking to get into figure drawing. it is a basic
book, but the traditional textures are depicted in great detail, which are essential to

understand for building your drawing skills. but i recommend not to get caught up in the details
too much. stick to the major figures and use the templates as a framework of major reference

to draw from. i found many applications of this in professional model drawing. in this book,
michael hampton uses his holbein  method to show the essential features of the human figure.

while he is not in my opinion as detailed as shadukuro (which is more of a traditional figure
drawing text), it is a great book for developing your drawing skills. if you are interested

in painting or illustration, this book will help you in developing your own style (it's good to draw
from many different artists of different styles). overall, this book will help you develop your

drawing skills. a must-have book for students. 5ec8ef588b
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